
What’s a Fish Between Friends? Lesson 3

What’s a Fish Between Friends?

“Thou shalt open thine hand wide unto thy brother,
to thy poor, and to thy needy, in thy land.” Deuteronomy 15:11

Say these words to your teacher.

Word Categories

Can you guess the meaning of the glossary words by how they are

used in the story? Find them in the story and read the sentences where

you find them.

Write them in the correct category before looking them up.

1. maple 2. bounced 3. gulped

hickory pranced gobbled

4. quavered 5. trip 6. shone

trembled expedition gleamed

Before the Story

What would make a boy give away the first fish he ever caught?
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Glossary Words
glistened excursion quivered
sycamore devoured flounced



Read “What’s a Fish Between Friends?”

Think of a Reason

Finish the statements by writing a good reason.

7. Rick’s mother packed enough lunch for both boys because

8. The boys fished from the sycamore log because

9. Jess had only a biscuit for breakfast because

10. Rick gave his fish to Betsy because

More Good Reasons

Finish these statements by writing a good reason.

11. When Jerry found a quarter on the playground, he gave it to the teacher

because

12. Rhoda hooked the screen door after her when she went into the house

because

13. The puppy ran the other way when it saw the boy coming because

14. No one got a hundred on the test because
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15. We should not make fun of poor people because

Onomatopoeia

You remember that onomatopoeia is a name for noisy

words—words that sound like the sound they describe. This sentence

from the story has one example of onomatopoeia in it: A huge bullfrog

leaped off a rock at their feet and splashed headfirst into the water. Did

you ever think about how wet that word splashed sounds?

Circle a noisy word in each of these sentences.

16. A bee buzzed lazily near Jess and Rick as they fished.

17. Rick’s baited hook fell with a soft plink into the water.

A Figure of Speech

Near the end of the story, one of the glossary words is used in an

unusual way in a figure of speech.

Scan the last eight paragraphs of the story. Copy the sentence that uses
devoured in an unusual way.

18.
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I had oral reading class. ___ yes ___ no

When Did It Happen?

Number the sentences in the order in which they happened in the story.

1. Rick caught his fish.

Rick gave the fish to Betsy.

The boys crawled out on the sycamore.

The boys ate their lunch.

The story does not say anything about these things. Number them in the
order in which they must have happened.

2. Jess and his family ate the fish.

Betsy began watching for the boys.

Rick got out of bed.

Jess’ mother cooked the fish.

Summary and Main Idea

Look back at page 3 for help in remembering the differences

between a summary and a main idea.

Write summary and main idea.

3. We should always be ready to give to those who are
in need.

4. Rick and Jess went fishing. Rick caught one, but
Jess did not. On the way home, Rick gave his fish to
Jess’s little sister because he knew Jess’s family
needed the fish for food more than his family did.
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The Story Verse

“Thou shalt open thine hand wide unto thy brother,
to thy poor, and to thy needy, in thy land.” Deuteronomy 15:11

In this verse, open thine hand wide means to “give to.” If God’s

people saw someone in need, they were to give them what they need-

ed. God told them three different categories of people they should be

ready to help: their relatives, the poor, and those with other needs.

Write the names of two people in the story who obeyed this verse. Then tell
how they obeyed it.

5.

6.

Write one thing you could do to obey this verse.

7.

The Poems

Read “The Fisherman.” Follow the directions and answer the questions.

8. After reading the last stanza, do you think the fisherman enjoys the city?

Yes No
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9. What part of the stanza makes you think so?

10. Underline the meaning of the first stanza.

a. He catches fish, which he sells for money to buy the food he needs.

b. Every day he hooks a loaf of bread from the bottom of the ocean.

11. Write the rhyme scheme of the last stanza:

Read “A Boy’s Song.” Follow the directions.

12. Write the first three words of the stanza that describes the place you would

rather go.

13. Write the rhyme scheme of the third stanza:

14. Circle the line that has the rhythm marked correctly.
¬ (( ¬ (( ¬ (( ¬ ((A. Where the blackbird sings the latest,
(( ¬ (( ¬ (( ¬  (( ¬B. Where the blackbird sings the latest,

Review Your Glossary Words

Write the letter of the correct synonym or phrase. 

15. devoured a. done in the mind

16. excursion b. reflected

17. flounced c. ate

18. glistened d. scientific workroom

19. laboratory e. bounced

20. mental f. short trip
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Write the letter of the correct answer.  Use one twice.

21. pier g. dock

22. pause h. tree

23. quivered i. stop a bit

24. scientists j. studiers of God’s creation

25. sycamore k. trembled

26. wharf

Say the story verse to your teacher.

Quiz 1 Lesson 5

Prepare for Quiz 1

Quiz 1 will test your reading and thinking skills. Before you

take it, review the work you did in the LightUnit.

Tell your teacher when you are ready to take Quiz 1.

l 
--SSEECCTTIIOONN  22----SSEECCTTIIOONN  22--

In Section 2, you will . . .
. . . learn the meanings of and work with glossary words
. . . do a crossword puzzle
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. . . name the characters and main character of a story

. . . list some important parts of a story’s plot

. . . tell whether a character’s actions made it easier or harder for her to
do what was right later

. . . determine who was responsible for a mistake

. . . learn and work with story verses

. . . read and answer questions about a poem

. . . write lines that match the rhyme and rhythm of another line 

. . . match the rhythm of phrases to the rhythm of words

. . . write another title for a story

. . . match Bible verses to actions of story characters

. . . write antonyms of good character traits

. . . write actions of a story person that describe his character

. . . suggest ways to prepare for serving God as a grown-up

No More Molasses Cookies Lesson 6

No More Molasses Cookies

“Be strong and of a good courage; be not afraid.” Joshua 1:9

Say these words to your teacher.

Decide which glossary word fits in the sentence blanks. Write the word in the
puzzle at the same number as the sentence. If a glossary word will not fit, use
a word from beside the puzzle. Use the same word twice in one sentence.
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Glossary Words

acquainted morsel humor deceive
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